Abstract-In this paper, we propose a new defects recognition algorithm for dynamic image based on "super fuzzy" feature. With this algorithm, the image is divided into some variable windows, and the eigenvector of each window is constructed. We introduce "super fuzzy" vector to make window vectors "super fuzzy" processing, thus the window feature has "super fuzzy" characteristic with the difference of the primary and secondary. Also we present window coefficient to adjust recognition speed and accuracy according to different images. Furthermore, objective function, membership function and clustering center calculation function of fuzzy clustering algorithm with window coefficient and "super fuzzy" vector are proposed in this paper. At last, we take example for fabric defects detection with this algorithm, list recognition results, discuss recognition result influence by "super fuzzy" feature and size change of window, and make some comparison with other algorithms. The conclusion shows that this algorithm can recognize more categories of image abnormal regions with high-accuracy, high-speed, no-training and extensive application.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image defect region recognition is an important research issue of computer pattern recognition with wide application prospect. The aim is to recognize automatically abnormal region with rule mutation according to whole characteristic rule of image. This research result can apply to computer-aided product detection, quality evaluation and other fields in every industry, and has key meaning to improve quality detection automation in enterprises. Many scholars have done some research about it. Now, there are two main methods. The first approach is space domain algorithms. In these algorithms, the image's gray value is extracted for analysis and recognition. Main algorithms are geometric method [1] [2] [3] [4] , co-occurrence matrix [5] [6] , neural network method [7] [8] [9] , probability statistic [10] [11] , and so on. In geometric method, the basis is unstable because of variable defects shape, the defect recognition accuracy is difficult to reach, and involves in massive calculation. In co-occurrence matrix, image's quality requirement is very high. In order to construct multi-dimensional feature matrix and analyze its characteristic, its calculation is very large too, so the recognition speed and accuracy are not idea. The neural network approach once was research hotspot, but its calculation is large and recognition needs pre-training. When to recognize static fabric sometimes need more time, and can not adapt to dynamic fabric detection. In probability statistic, because the probability of all gray value must be calculated and compared, and the probability statistic is more depend on the image quality, the problem of recognition speed and accuracy is existed too.
The second approach is frequency domain algorithms. In these algorithms, image is transformed to certain spectrum for research and analysis. At first, Fourier transform is main algorithm [12] [13] [14] , But Fourier transform algorithm is so difficult to recognize dynamic window's characteristic that it couldn't apply to practice application of dynamic detection. Later improved Fourier transform is appear, the more representative approach is Gabor algorithm [15] [16] [17] . Though Gabor algorithm has the computing capacity for dynamic window, the problem of large computing is also existed. Wavelet algorithm [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] was research hotspot for a time, and obtained some achievements on individual defects detection. But some defects are distinct appear after image transforming to spectrum in frequency domain algorithms, this transform is quite insensitive to many defects. That is, the result after transform could not further recognize defects. Moreover, spectrum transforms involves complex transform function. It increases calculation load and influences the recognition speed. More importantly, even though the image is made spectrum transform, the secondary recognition for spectrum characteristic has to face, which will further influence the recognition speed and accuracy.
Aiming at these instances, this paper proposes a novel recognition algorithm with fuzzy clustering based on "super fuzzy" characteristic. This recognition algorithm can recognize defect regions of dynamic image. The image is divided into some windows and the window coefficient is introduced for describing image rule. The characteristic vector of each window is constructed and the "super fuzzy" vector is introduced so that each window characteristic has primary and secondary difference. On this basis, some matching objective functions and membership functions of fuzzy clustering are proposed in this paper. This algorithm is tested by recognizing fabric defects, result shows that this algorithm can recognize many kinds of image's defect regions with high-accuracy, high-speed, extensive application and no re-training.
II. ALGORITHM THOUGHT
Image's defect region is produced owing to rule characteristic change of this region. In daily life, one person with no professional knowledge even a sensible child can distinguish defect region of random images quickly and easily by naked eye. After studying we find that recognition process by human (is very simple). This process contains three periods. Firstly, people looks through an image wholly and search the main rule of image quickly. Secondly, the image is segmented and its rule is found one by one. Finally, abnormal region is found abiding by main image's rule. This process is a fuzzy judgment all the way, but it always has a very accurate result. This paper tries to study a new pattern recognition algorithm, so that computer can recognize defect region quickly and accurately based on fuzzy judgment abiding by above human recognition process. We think that any images have many rule characteristics, and these characteristics have difference with primary and secondary.
For example, when we recognize fabric defects, the characteristic of silk is obvious luster, so abnormal region of defects represents abnormal luster firstly. Luster of cotton fabric changes slow, but its structure texture rule change can make obvious change of fabric appearance, so abnormal region of defects represents difference of fabric structure texture firstly. Abnormal region of defects in wool fabric represents the difference of fabric partial roughness.
Therefore, we introduce a concept of "super fuzzy" characteristic, window can describe with main features instead of whole feature. the calculation load and time is greatly keep down. The theory of "super fuzzy" characteristic can explain vividly with an example. If we want to distinguish five people from different provinces, and every people has filled in a table with province, city, section, street and unit. Do we recognize them one by one according to their detail information or according to their fuzzy province? This problem is very simple, we only make "super fuzzy", and not consider latter detail. Only the "super fuzzy" feature-province, we can distinguish the source region of each person without any error. Furthermore, if three persons come from the same province, we can use the second "super fuzzy" feature-city to compare these three persons. The result is also clear. This process, which is a simplify process of complex recognition problem and greatly shorten recognition time, is happen in many cases in daily life.
In addition, image recognition is recognized abiding by regions one by one. Only certain region can present certain rule, single pixel point can not show the image's rule. If pixel points are carried through clustering one by one, it will arouse clustering confusion. Recognition accuracy influence by change of region window size is also great, so window factor must be considered during recognition process. To sum up, we propose a pattern recognition algorithm with fuzzy clustering based on "super fuzzy" characteristic and variable window. The thought is shown in Figure1. 
（1）
Considering multi-characteristic of region，the formula (1) is decomposed to fuzzy set with multi-characteristic. The fuzzy set is: 
（3）
Where u denotes the maximum value of the k characteristic. Figure 2 shows a multi-characteristic model diagram of an image. Here only six characteristics are selected for analysis, they are denoted by 1 λ , 2 λ , 3 λ , 4 λ , 5 λ , 6 λ . The color area of each characteristic represents the degree of membership of this characteristic.
Fig2. Schematic diagram of multi-characteristic
B. "Super Fuzzy" Processing of Multi-characteristic
Fuzzy clustering algorithm belongs to unsupervised learning in pattern recognition. It need not pre-training; can directly achieve the goal of automatic classification by machine learning. The most successful and extensive application is the Fuzzy C-Mean algorithm(FCM), which was proposed by Dunn in 1974 and extended by Bezdek. But this algorithm has many obvious disadvantages, such as it only fits to find clusters with globosity shape, this algorithm is more sensitive to voice data, algorithm couldn't sure to converge the minimum point of objective function, and so on. Later many researchers improved the FCM and presented some new fuzzy clustering algorithms. Ozdemir [25] , Menard [26] , and Kaymak et al. [27] increased the euclidean metric stability under noise environment by improving the metric form of fuzzy clustering algorithm, and reduced the algorithm's initial value and shape size's sensitivity of cluster. Schneider [28] , Liu [29] , Zhang et al. [30] changed the membership function to fit actual different influence of each data point. Ichihashi [31] , Yasuda [32] , and Wei et al. [33] presented a fuzzy clustering algorithm under maximum entropy theory by introducing the entropy. Ma [34] and Wang et al. [35] did some research of optimizing the fuzzy clustering algorithm and making it more effective.
However, in existing fuzzy clustering algorithms, general and regional feature rule of image is omitted. The cluster analysis is only by local pixel point's features not by rule region's features with the distinction between the primary and the secondary, so some points in defect regions and some points in normal regions are both clustered into the same cluster. At the same time, these algorithms ignore the clustering influence by the rule region's size, thus the clustering analysis is done in a very thick data set. These two disadvantages make existing algorithms not only waste the calculating time but also influence the recognition accuracy and application scope.
In those traditional fuzzy clustering algorithms, an image is considered as n number characteristic vectors as
, and divides into c number clusters. Clustering center of each cluster is obtained， and objective function achieves minimum. This algorithm is carried though only under the condition of characteristic averaging ， and the image is not make windows segmentation. This paper proposes a novel fuzzy clustering algorithm. The "super fuzzy" vector is introduced before constructing objective function. The characteristic influence on clustering is changed according to this vector. Also the window coefficient is introduced, and calculating speed is determined according the change of image actual need and recognition accuracy.
In the universes X , the fuzzy set ij These factors 1 m , 2 m ,…, n m are called "super fuzzy" factors corresponding each fuzzy sets, and E is called "super fuzzy" vector.
The aim to introduce "super fuzzy" vector is to adjust the proportion of each characteristic in every window according to different image characteristic, and these characteristics have the difference of the primary and secondary. The most important characteristic influencing image quality is regarded as main characteristic according to different situation, so that continued clustering analysis will more accurate and easy.
As shown in , here ε is the window coefficient. The more particular the image is divided, the little the ε value is, the higher the precision of clustering is. In general reason, the change of the number N and M is not acute for the same image, the value ε will not arouse an acute fluctuant result. Figure 4 shows the clustering result after different window segmentation. Obviously, the more particular the window is segmented, the higher the precision of defect region is found. The more rough the window is segmented, such as window segmentation with "5×7", the more imprecise clustering result is. It must be point out that some different pixel points, which belong to image's defect region and normal region, also appear some local feature consistent or approximate. If the window is divided too particular, some pixel points in defect region and normal region will be consider as in a same class. Therefore, the window segmentation must be subject to image's local rule, not too particular. 
D. Clustering Algorithm
The clustering process we have used is shown in Figure5.
Fig5. Clustering process
Considering the multi-characteristic and window coefficient, objective function is constructed as:
Here "super fuzzy" vector is introduced and variation in cluster is obtained:
（5）
When variation in cluster is calculated, formula（5） shows that the window characteristic has the difference of the primary and secondary considering "super fuzzy" vector. Fuzzy clustering can be made according to different image characteristic, and calculating time can be saved and recognition accuracy can be improved.
In order that clustering center calculation is more near main characteristic, the "super fuzzy" vector is introduced as: 
IV. EXAMPLE DEMONSTRATION
Computer recognition for fabric defect is representation of image's defect recognition. Up to now, there is no mature method to solve this problem. We develop a minitype computer automatic recognition system for fabric defect using above fuzzy clustering algorithm based on "super fuzzy" characteristic. The transmitting speed of this system is 60 meter/minute and the width is 1.1 meter. Dynamic fabric image is transmitted to the computer using a high definition camera， the recognition software is programmed with matlab7.0. In order to validate this fuzzy clustering algorithm, a program is programmed especially to output the middle result of image recognition, and defect regions are marked by red dot.
A. Fabric Image's Multi-Characteristic Construction
Six characteristics showing multi-characteristic of fabric image's rule are constructed. 1 λ denotes gray mean value of pixel points in each window, 2 λ denotes fluctuate degree of each window's inner gray, 3 λ and 4 λ denote texture roughness degree of each region, 5 λ and 6 λ denotes difference between the maximum local gray value and minimum local gray value in the region, they show the uniformity of texture. If window's pixel size of the i row and the j array are 
B. General Result
Here only image's part with defect is intercepted and result comparison is displayed due to the limited space. As shown in Figure 6 , Each intercepted image's size is 8cm×8cm, and 20×15 number windows are segmented. The graphs which name with "-1" are the former graphs, the graphs which name with "-2" are recognition graph of middle result. the graphs which name with "-3" are the position region graph by the system orientation after clustering calculation. If we want to continue to extract defect shape, only make analysis in defect regions and extract the defect silhouette. In these results, the "super fuzzy" vector is: 
C. Recognition Result Influence by "Super Fuzzy" Feature
Change rule of fabric image with different structure is different, so that characteristic describing each fabric's region is different. Commonly, the number of characteristic is many for thicker fabric, and be contrary for thinner fabric. The more characteristic number is selected, the higher the fabric recognition accuracy is, and the slower the recognition speed is. The difference of selected "super fuzzy" vector will reduce the number of image's characteristic. That is the secondary feature of image is not considered, and only the main feature is considered. Therefore, fabric recognition result will be influenced. As is shown in Figure 7 Figure 6 . From these results, we find that recognition result shown in graph 8-b can obtain the same recognition result as shown in graph 8-c only considering features 5 λ , 6 λ . In this way, we can simple recognition calculating work greatly. But recognition result shown in Graph8-a is different to Graph 8-c due to the difference of "super fuzzy" vector. All these show that the main characteristics of Graph 8-sample are 5 λ and 6 λ . 
D. Influence of Variable Window
The size of window also influences the recognition result. Commonly, the bigger the size of window is, the bigger the recognition result error is, whereas the smaller the size of window is, the higher the accuracy of recognition result is. But the size of window is too small to show the region rule and recognize defects. Figure 9 lists the influence of window's change on recognition result. Therefore, the minimum value of window is determined by actual image, and the principle is that reflecting fully local rule of image is better. 
A. Recognition Accuracy
Using fabric defection system designed by the algorithm in this paper, selecting 1000 meters defective sample fabrics, we detect them and make the comparison with manual detection. The result is shown in As shown in Table 2 , we select some representative literatures in space domain algorithms for fabric defect recognition and make the comparisons with the algorithm in this paper. In reference [4] , they used local binary patterns (LBPS) to recognize the fabric defects, their algorithm is simple, but the influence of recognition result by window's size is big, and other kinds of defects was not discussed too. In reference [5] , they defined label co-occurrence matrix, used detection method of abnormal point, which could distinguish normal texture and defect better. They mainly recognized defects of stain, 20 samples were selected and the recognition accuracy was 93%. In reference [11] , they proposed multiscal localization method with statistics principle and recognized defects of blur. They concluded two results, the accuracy was 71% when rough localization, the accuracy was 92% when exact localization. In frequency domain methods, Reference [9] used a feasible approach for the recognition of fabric defects based on discrete wavelet transform and back-propagation neural network, they have recognized 6 kinds of defects of fabrics, the recognition accuracy was 99.2%, when experiment was carried out 20 times. In reference [16] , a new defect detection scheme was proposed, which consists of an odd symmetric real-valued Gabor filter, an even symmetric real-valued Gabor filter and one smoothing filter. They selected 39 defects samples in their experiments, including warp-lacking, stain, Oil stain, holes, and refuse defects, the overall recognition accuracy was 96.2%. In reference [25] , they used wavelet transform to recognize fabric defects, including hole, oil stain, stripe, folding mark, and so on, they tested 45 samples, and all made pre-training, the accuracy was 100%. The accuracy comparison between these algorithms is shown in Table  3 From Table1 to Table 3 , we find that the recognition accuracy of algorithm proposed in this paper is more excellent, and the recognition accuracy is better than that of space domain algorithms. From above data, recognition result is worse than that of frequency domain algorithms, but the data from frequency domain algorithms is the recognition result of static image or the recognition result with very slow speed, so their result is not apply to dynamic detection and their accuracy has no reference meaning.
B. Recognition Speed
From Table3, the recognition effect of frequency domain algorithms is better, but most algorithms need large calculation and pre-training. Their recognition speed is slow and efficiency is low. More importantly, from frequency domain algorithms in reference [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , we don't find any evidence about dynamic image detection application, and the data are obtained from static image. These results are not applied to fabric detection with quick moving. The algorithm proposed in this paper recognizes defects only by "super fuzzy" feature of image region, which can save more workload. From Table 4 , when the fabric speed is 60m/min, the recognition accuracy using algorithm proposed in this paper is high. Especially when the speed is 30m/min, the accuracy is reach two 100%. When the speed is 120m/min, the recognition accuracy began to reduce. But in reference , only reference [4] mentioned that their fabric speed was 40m/min，other literatures did not mention the fabric speed. All these are proved that these algorithms for dynamic fabric recognition must be demonstrated.
C. Category of Recognition
The image's defects for analysis in reference [1] to reference [11] are mostly according to 1 to 2 kinds of defects, and only 6 defects are analyzed and recognized in reference [4] and reference [2] . Reference [12] to reference [24] display that there are 1 to 2 defects for analysis and recognition. Only reference [13] , reference [18] and reference [21] declared that their algorithms could recognize more defects categories, but they did not give convincing data explanation. In the algorithm proposed in this paper, defects category is not especial demand, and the key of the algorithm is the comparison and clustering between "super fuzzy" features. As long as different region from normal texture rule is found, we can consider that this region is defect region, no considering the defect category in this region. Therefore, this algorithm has generality, the category of recognition defects is extensive. We list the number of defects categories with main algorithms as shown in Table 5 VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we segment out the image into some windows and construct its multi-characteristic vector, which can describe the local rule of image. The "super fuzzy" vector is introduced, so that each characteristic of window has the difference of the primary and secondary, and recognition efficiency and accuracy of image's defect region is improved. The window coefficient is introduced, so that recognition speed and accuracy can be adjusted according to different image's characteristics. A fuzzy clustering algorithm is presented considering "super fuzzy" vector and window coefficient, some functions and formulas from this algorithm can recognize many kinds of image's defects regions with high accuracy, high speed, broad application, and no pre-training. He is working on the theoretic and application research of computer vision all along. During these years, more than 10 high quality papers he wrote had been published, and five scientific research projects of the Province he masterminded have been finished. He also has obtained two national patented inventions. Some papers and research projects has won the government prizes.
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